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History

New York architect William Gehron (1887-1958)

In 1929, Gehron visited Stockholm to view Carl Milles’ sculpture and modern Swedish architecture. During his visit he wrote to Milles and asked permission to write an article about him, which was ultimately published in the journal *Architecture*. This began a lifelong friendship between the two men.

Gehron was instrumental in securing the 1938 commission for Milles of the bronze doors for the Finance Building at Capitol Park, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a building designed by Gehron. A second commission, for a fountain at Harrisburg, was never realized. [Elisabeth Liden’s “Between Water and Heaven: Carl Milles Search for American Commissions” devotes a chapter to the Harrisburg Fountain sculptures]

Scope and Content of Collection

The William Gehron Papers consist primarily of correspondence between Gehron and Carl Milles from 1929-1949. The bulk of the correspondence relates to the Harrisburg projects and includes letters among Pennsylvania state officials, Gehron and Milles. Milles provides the artist’s view while Gehron’s letters are more practical – providing insight into the construction and mechanical processes of building a fountain. Milles’ correspondence also reveals the thought processes behind his work, his philosophical and spiritual views, and notes about life at Cranbrook and key figures on campus at the time.

Also included is a set of photographs, many of which relate to the Harrisburg fountains. These are housed in an oversize box with the collection. In addition, there are four architectural drawings of the fountains by Milles and one of the Finance Building bronze doors. These have been cataloged on Horizon and removed to the drawings collection.
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